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Abstract
A method for segmenting water bodies in optical and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellite
images is proposed. It makes use of the textural features of the different regions in the image
for segmentation. The method consists in a multiscale analysis of the images, which allows
us to study the images regularity both, locally and globally. As results of the analysis,
coarse multifractal spectra of studied images and a group of images that associates each
position (pixel) with its corresponding value of local regularity (or singularity) spectrum
are obtained. Thresholds are then applied to the multifractal spectra of the images for the
classification. These thresholds are selected after studying the characteristics of the spectra
under the assumption that water bodies have larger local regularity than other soil types.
Classifications obtained by the multifractal method are compared quantitatively with those
obtained by neural networks trained to classify the pixels of the images in covered against
uncovered by water. In optical images, the classifications are also compared with those
derived using the so-called Normalized Differential Water Index (NDWI).
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1. Introduction
In recent decades, remote sensing has become an extremely useful tool for studying the
complex dynamics of Earth. This technique allows us to have a huge amount of information
of Earth’s surface, periodically and with a growing variety.
Along with the rapid development of remote sensing, interest in the study of the geo-
metrical and self-similarity properties of different elements in Earth’s topography has grown.
Some examples are the study of coastlines, mountain ranges, river basins [1], urban sprawls
[2], etc. Researchers also have turned their attention to the characteristics of changes intro-
duced in the ground by various environmental disasters such as wildfires [3, 4], oil spills[5],
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and others. These studies, which show the intricate nature of the structures present in satel-
lite images captured by different sensors, are based in fractal geometry theory proposed by
Mandelbrot [6] among other authors.
Fractal dimension may be useful when describing binary structures. However, in most
cases we find phenomena that cannot be fully described by two states, but adopt values in
a given range. To analyze such situations, it is useful to define measures, that is, functions
which assign positive real values to subsets of a given set and that are additive [7].
If we consider the subset of the points of a set for which the local measure obeys a power
law with respect to its scale with exponent α, those subsets could have different fractal
dimensions for different α values. We are then in the presence of a multifractal measure. It
can be described by its multifractal spectrum, basically the function that associates to each
value of α the fractal dimension of the set of points with that exponent. The analysis of
structures with such wealth gives us more information than the simple study of a possible
unique fractal dimension. In fact, while a study of the exponents with which the measure
scales gives us a description of the local regularity of the measure, the multifractal spectrum
gives us a global description of the measure.
This dual approach applied to image analysis may be sensitive to the roughness that the
analyzed region has locally, while global vision would perceive if this local feature corresponds
to an isolated element of the image or it is part of a texture.
Multifractal formalism has been used in the analysis of various complex systems, partic-
ularly in image classification, for example [8, 9, 10, 11]. It seems reasonable, then, to analyze
remote sensing images using this theory in order to develop tools for automatic segmentation
that could allow us to differentiate various ground covers based on their textural features.
Particularly, we direct this work towards segmentation of water bodies, because they are of
great relevance to meteorology, hydrological studies, quantification and response to natural
disasters, etc.
On the other hand, the use of neural networks for image segmentation and classification
has become popular. This method, although in most cases computationally slow and depen-
dent on the regions with which you train the network, is highly effective in the classification.
It is interesting to use its results to assess the efficiency of segmentation through multifractal
analysis.
The present work is organized as follows: Mathematical tools used in the analysis of the
images are presented in section 2, where central concepts of multifractal theory are defined.
Besides, the ideas of artificial neuron and neural networks are presented. Section 3 explains
how the theoretical concepts of the previous section are adapted for image segmentation and
introduces the Normalized Differential Water Index (NDWI) as another method to be applied
to optical images. The optical and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images which will be used
as examples of application are described. In section 4 the results of the different methods
are summarized. Segmentations carried out with the multifractal method are compared with
those obtained with neural networks and NDWI for optical images. The conclusions of this
research are presented in section 5.
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2. Mathematical tools
In this section we define the mathematical tools that we are going to use. This is done
also to unify notation. For a deeper explanation of the concepts of measure, fine and coarse
multifractal theory, we refer the reader to[7, 12], while more information on neural networks
is contained in [13].
2.1. Measures on Rn
A measure over a set X ⊂ Rn is defined as a function which associates a value in [0,∞)
to every subset of χ [7]. The support of a measure (spt(µ)) is defined as the largest closed
subset of the set χ for which every open neighbourhood of every point has positive measure.
A finite measure µ can be considered as a mass distribution over the measure’s support. By
definition a measure is additive, that is: the measure of a union of 2 disjoint subsets is the
sum of the measure of the 2 subsets.
The class of Borel sets is defined as the smallest collection of subsets of X ⊂ Rn which
satisfy:
1. every open set and every closed set is a Borel set;
2. the union of every finite or countable collection of Borel sets is a Borel set, and the
intersection of every finite or countable collection of Borel sets is a Borel set.
If the Borel sets of a set X can be measured with a measure µ, then that measure is
called a Borel measure.
In this article we are going to use ’sum measure’: let g(k, l) be the intensity in a grey
scale of a point (k, l), and let Ω be the set of all points in a neighbourhood of width i centered
in a point (m,n), then the measure of Ω is defined:
µi(m,n) =
∑
(k,l)∈Ω
g(k, l). (1)
2.2. Ho¨lder exponent and fine theory
Given a Borel measure µ and a point x in the support of µ, its local dimension [7] in x is
dimlocµ(x) = lim
r→0
ln(µ(B(x, r)))
ln r
(2)
if the limit exists, where B(x, r) is a ball of radius r centered in x. This limit is usually
called Ho¨lder exponent (α). For α ≥ 0 we define
Fα = {x ∈ spt(µ) : dimlocµ(x) = α}. (3)
We define the Hausdorff fine multifractal spectrum fH(α) as the function that maps α
to the Hausdorff dimension dimH of the set Fα, that is:
fH(α) = dimHFα. (4)
Although Hausdorff dimension is more convenient for theoretical issues, in practice, it
is almost impossible to estimate it from experimental data. That is the reason why the so
called ’Coarse Theory’ is used to obtain the multifractal spectrum.
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2.3. Coarse theory
Once α is calculated for all x ∈ spt(µ) as explained in the previous section , spt(µ) is
covered with a regular lattice of n-dimensional boxes of width r (r-mesh). For r > 0 and
α ≥ 0 we define
Nr(α) = #{ boxes of r-mesh such that µ(box) ≥ rα}. (5)
The coarse multifractal spectrum is defined in [7] as
fC(α) = lim
→0
lim
r→0
ln(Nr(α + )−Nr(α− ))
− ln r (6)
if the double limit exists.
2.4. Moment sum and Legendre transformation
Given µ, its support is covered with an r-mesh. For q ∈ R and r > 0 let us consider the
sum of the q powers of the measures µi of each box in the mesh
χq(r) =
Nr∑
i=1
µqi , (7)
where Nr is the total number of boxes in the r-mesh. Consistently with our previous
assumptions χq(r) satisfies a power law behaviour with respect to its scale[7] at least for
small r
χq(r) ∼ r−τ(q), (8)
which implies
τ(q) = qα + f(α). (9)
We observe that τ(q) and f(α) are related through a Legendre transform. If τ(q) is a
convex function, which ensure the Legendre transform is uniquely determined, it is possible
to calculate a certain fL(α) from equation 9. This is known as Legendre spectrum. It can
be shown that f(α) ≤ fL(α).
2.5. Neural networks
A neuron is a non-linear parameterized function[13] that maps the aggregation of many
inputs to generate a single output. A neural network is a combination of a given number of
neurons, which transfer their results from one to another in a given way. The way in which
neurons interconnect and the number of neurons is called the net architecture.
Neural networks are commonly used in various disciplines like robotics, engineering ori-
ented to development of artificial intelligence, remote sensing, medicine, etc., with a wide
range of objectives. Among them we can mention classification [14, 15, 16], pattern recog-
nition [17], segmentation [18, 19], function approximation, etc.
A schematic representation of a neuron can be seen in figure 1(a). In general, parameters
{Wij} are assigned as weights to the inputs {pj} of the neuron. The output of the neuron is
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(a) Stylized neuron. (b) Feedforward neural network scheme.
Figure 1: Schematic representation of a neural network.
a non-linear function f of the sum of its inputs weighted by parameters. A constant bias is
added. f is called activation function and it is usually a sigmoid function.
There are several neural network architectures; particularly, a feedforward neural network
is an arrangement of neurons in two or more layers, in which the outputs of one layer are
the inputs of the next one, (see figure 1(b)).
3. Description of methods
The analysis performed on images is detailed in this section. In subsection 3.1, we
present two optical and two SAR images which will be used as examples of application
of the multifractal method and summarize its preprocessing. In subsection 3.2 we discuss
how the tools of multifractal theory, presented in subsections 2.1 - 2.4, are used to obtain
a classification of optical and radar images, clarifying the differences between these cases.
Subsection 3.3 details the training and use of neural networks for land cover classification and
the implemented architectures for each type of image. Finally, the use of NDWI for obtaining
the region covered by water in the case of optical images is summarized in subsection 3.4.
3.1. Analyzed images
Optical images taken by OLI (Operational Land Imager) and TIRS (Thermal Infrared
Sensor) sensors of Landsat 8 satellite, provided by the U.S. Geological Survey[20], were
studied. Two examples are presented in figure 2. For more information on the Landsat 8
platform we refer to [21].
For each analized image, we select and cut a subset of 3072 × 3072 pixeles. Next, the
bands of the subsets are calibrated so that their values represent reflectance measured by the
sensor. Finally, bands corresponding to the frequencies of blue, green, red and near infrared
are selected.
We also worked with synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images of the Sentinel-1 platform
of the European Space Agency (ESA) [22]. A complete description of the operation of the
satellite Sentinel-1 can be found in [23].
SAR images analyzed in this paper are already projected to ground range. They have
dual polarizations, so they are composed of two bands (VV, VH).
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Description:
Designation: LC8230087
Acquisition date: 08/02/2015
WRS-2 Path: 230
WRS-2 Row: 087
Latitude: 38 54’ S
Longitude: 67 45’ O
Spacial resolution (m): 30
- Analyzed region
- Padding
Description:
Designation: LC8227086
Acquisition date: 11/06/2015
WRS-2 Path: 227
WRS-2 Row: 086
Latitude: 37 29’ S
Longitude: 62 41’ O
Spacial resolution (m): 30
- Analyzed region
- Padding
Figure 2: True color optical images used in the analysis. The red (inner) squares delimit the regions fully
analyzed. The blue (outer) squares delimit the padding regions
(a) Landsat image used in the
analysis.
(b) False-Color Composite SAR
image of a subregion.
Description:
Designation: S1005886
Product type: Level 1 GRD (High resolution)
Sensor Mode: Interferometric Wide swath
Polarization Dual (VV, VH)
Acquisition date : 12/05/2015
WRS-2 Path: 227
WRS-2 Row: 081
Latitude: 30 18’S
Longitude: 60 41’O
Spacial resolution (m): 10
- Analyzed region
- Padding
Figure 3: Description of image S1005886.
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(a) Landsat image used in the
analysis.
(b) False-Color Composite SAR
image from a subregion.
Description:
Designation: S1005959
Product type: Level 1 GRD (High resolution)
Sensor Mode: Interferometric Wide swath
Polarization Dual (VV, VH)
Acquisition date: 17/05/2015
WRS-2 Path: 230
WRS-2 Row: 087
Latitude: 38 54’S
Longitude: 67 45’O
Spacial resolution (m): 10
- Analyzed region
- Padding
Figure 4: Description of image S1005959.
Images are calibrated transforming their digital values into backscattering coefficient
values (σ0). Finally, they are cut, obtaining images with two bands corresponding to VH
and VV polarizations of 3072× 3072 pixels.
The Sentinel-1 images analyzed in this work are described in figures 3 and 4. In them we
see the subsets studied in a false colour composite where information of the bands (σ0-VH),
(σ0-VV) and (σ0-VV)/(σ0-VH) was placed in the red, green and blue channels, respectively.
The regions limited by a blue box are the regions fully analyzed with our methods, while the
remaining fragments were used as padding for the calculation of the regularity of the pixels
on the border.
3.2. Analysis through the multifractal formalism
This analysis is applied on the 1024×1024 pixels of the central region of the near infrared
band in the Landsat images (figure 2). It is also applied on the same region of the σ0 VH
bands in the Sentinel-1 images (figures 3 y 4).
We calculate α for every pixel of the analyzed region with the measure µ defined earlier.
We choose the B(x, r) in equation 6 to be square neighbourhoods of (2k − 1) × (2k − 1)
pixels, with k = 2, . . . , 9 for the optical images and k = 3, . . . , 9 for the radar images. Those
neighbourhoods are centered in the pixel whose Ho¨lder exponent we are trying to calculate.
For SAR images, the neighbourhoods corresponding to k = 1 and k = 2 were discarded
because they are strongly affected by speckle noise. The normalized sum of the pixel values
is calculated for all neighbourhoods. A linear fit is then performed on the logarithms of the
measures with respect to the logarithms of the neighbourhood widths (figure 5). The slope
of the adjusted line is our estimate of α for that pixel. The calculations on the pixels near
the border of the analyzed region are made using adjacent regions of the image as padding.
Once α values for every pixel are determined, the range of α is divided into R=30 classes
[αmin+(s−1) ·δα, αmin+s ·δα], with δα = (αmax−αmin)/R and s = 1, . . . , 30. Those classes
determine subsets of pixels with similar local regularity. We then proceed to calculate the
box counting dimension of each subset. For this, different meshes are applied to the image
and the number of boxes necessary to completely cover the selected subset is counted. For
each subset we make a linear fit of the logarithm of the number of boxes with respect to
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(a) Examples of the used
neighbourhoods:
- Pixel whose α is calculated;
- Some possible neighbour-
hoods.
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y = 1.9*x − 13
(b) Linear fit.
Figure 5: Calculation of α at a pixel: µ is measured on a series of neighbourhoods with different widths r
(those with r = 3, 7, 15 are presented in 5(a)). A linear fit is done over the data pairs (ln(r), ln(µ)), (figure
5(b)). The slope of the fit is the α corresponding to that pixel.
(a) Set of pixels of interest
covered by boxes of width δ.
The number of boxes needed
to cover the whole set is Nδ.
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(b) Linear fit.
Figure 6: Calculation of f(α): the image is covered with meshes of several box widths and the number of
boxes needed to cover the set of pixels of interest is counted (figure 6(a)). The data pairs (ln(Nδ),− ln(δ))
are adjusted with a linear function. The slope of the adjusted function is the fractal dimension f(α).
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minus the logarithm of the width of the boxes (figure 6). The slope of the fit is our estimate
of f(αm), where αm is the mean value of each class. The boxes of the meshes used in both
types of images have 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024 pixels of width.
In order to get more detail on f(α) in the regions where α is near to αmin or αmax, we
divide the first and last classes in halves. We calculate the box counting dimension for the
subsets determined by the first half of the s = 1 class and the last half of s = 30 class. The
values obtained are associated to f(αmin) and f(αmax) respectively.
A polynomial is fitted to the multifractal spectrum and the corresponding value of f(α)
is associated to each pixel of the image.
We have also determined the multifractal spectrum through a Legendre transform. Dif-
ferent meshes with boxes 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024 pixels wide are applied over
the image. Given a mesh, the sum of the reflectances of the pixels within each box is calcu-
lated. These measures are raised to an exponent q and added, thus obtaining the value of the
partition function for that mesh width and the exponent q. After making this calculation
for each mesh, a linear fit of the logarithm of the partition functions with respect to the
negative of the logarithms of the corresponding box widths is performed. This gives us τ(q)
of equation 8 for each q. After applying a Legendre transform to τ(q) a statistical estimation
of the multifractal spectrum is obtained. Although this does not give us local information
on the regularity of each pixel as coarse theory does, it is computationally faster and allows
us to achieve an overall approximation of the behaviour of the spectrum.
The classification of the pixels of the images in flooded or not flooded is achieved through
the application of thresholds on their multifractal spectra. The selection of these thresholds
arose during the exploratory study of the graphs of f(α) obtained and it will be detailed in
section 4.
3.3. Analysis using neural networks
Feedforward neural networks were trained to perform segmentation of water bodies in
the images. Landsat images were analyzed with a network with 4 neurons in the input layer
(corresponding to each of the bands of the images: red, green, blue and near infrared), a
hidden layer with 20 neurons and 2 neurons in the output layer (associated with the two
categories of cover: water and not water). The analysis of the SAR images was done through
a network of two input neurons (associated with two bands of information), a hidden layer
with 30 neurons, and two output neurons. All neurons have a sigmoid function response.
Neural networks were trained through the scaled conjugate gradient backpropagation
method [24]. For each type of images, training regions were selected outside the studied
regions. 70% of training data is used to train the network, 15% is reserved to validate the
result and the remaining 15% is used to test the network performance. The selection of data
for each group is performed randomly.
We observe that the classification resulting from the network used on radar images does
not met fully the expectations. For example, in figure 7(a) there are pixels classified as
non-water in regions where there is water. This is probably due to the amount of speckle
noise affecting these images, plus the too small number of bands in the input. To improve
on this result, other net architectures were tested but with no significant improvement in
the classification. It was then decided to keep the previous one and to apply a filter to the
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(a) Classification. (b) Classification filtered.
Figure 7: Classification made with the neural network over the image S1005886.
output of the network. It has a square kernel of 7×7 pixels which gives the central pixel the
value of the class that possesses greater proportion within the neighbourhood (figure 7(b)).
3.4. NDWI
The Normalized Differential Water Index proposed in [25] is calculated for the Landsat
images. We can assume that a pixel is covered by a linear combination of water and other
covers, considering it flooded if at least 50% of its surface is covered by water. Let pa be the
proportion of water of the pixel and let pi be the proportion of other covers, with
1 = pa +
∑
i
pi (10)
The reflectance of the pixel is
ρk = paρ
k
a +
∑
i
piρ
k
i (11)
where ρka and ρ
k
i are water reflectance and other covers reflectance in the band k.
In [25] NDWI is defined as
NDWI =
(ρr − ρswir)
(ρr + ρswir)
(12)
where k = r refers to the frequency band of red (band 4 in Landsat 8 images), and
k = swir refers to the band of shortwave infrared (band 6).
Therefore,
NDWI =
pa(ρ
r
a − ρswira ) +
∑
i pi(ρ
r
i − ρswiri )
(ρr + ρswir)
(13)
An analysis of typical spectral signatures shows that (ρri −ρswiri ) < 0 and (ρra−ρswira ) > 0.
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(a) Comparison between multifractal spectra ob-
tained by the coarse theory and the statistical
method for the image LC8230087.
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(b) Comparison between multifractal spectra ob-
tained by the coarse theory and the statistical
method for the image S1005959.
Figure 8: Comparison between multifractal spectra obtained by the coarse theory and the statistical method.
As the NDWI takes values in [−1, 1], when pa ≥ 0.5, from 13 it follows that the NDWI ≥
0. This is the threshold used in the classification.
4. Results and Discussion
Exploratory study of the graphs of multifractal spectra revealed that spectra obtained
do not have a uniform concavity as those obtained statistically (figures 8(a) and 8(b)), but
show a depression in its central region. For values of α corresponding to the depression,
f(α) ≈ 1. That would indicate the presence of a one-dimensional structure separating two
regions of different local regularity. These regions, with local maxima in which f(α) > 1
correspond to sets of pixels with a similar regularity.
This particular form of the spectrum, along with the hypothesis that the regions covered
with water are more regular than those with different soil types, led us to select the area of
the multifractal spectrum with values of α greater than those for the depression in the graph.
On the other hand, the presence of different values of f(α) for the values of α in this region
would indicate the existence of image areas with different structures, some of them with a
dimension close to the one of a surface, others like lines and some others more localized.
This variety may be due to the existence of various geographical features like lakes, rivers
and streams of water, etc. We decided to include all of these possible structures within the
classification. Therefore the selection of the thresholds includes values of α greater than
the corresponding to the depression of the graph and values of f(α) smaller than the local
maximum in this region of the spectrum.
It is important to highlight the rather complex concavity properties of all the multifractal
spectra obtained for these images using the coarse theory. We are not aware of similar
examples in the literature and we suspect this could be a generic property of multifractal
spectra of Earth images and perhaps even more general. The first immediate consequence is
that the multifractal spectra derived from the partition function will lose most of the action.
This is interesting conceptually, because the method by which this spectrum is obtained
not only uses global information of the image, but also has a local approach at different
scales. Then, this approach gives us more information than an entirely statistical analysis,
identifying details that would be lost otherwise.
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(a) True color image. (b) Classification with multifractal analy-
sis.
(c) Classification with NDWI. (d) Classification with neural networks.
Figure 9: Comparison of the results of classification of the different methods on the image LC8227086.
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(a) True color image. (b) Classification with multifractal analy-
sis.
(c) Classification with NDWI. (d) Classification with neural networks.
Figure 10: Comparison of the results of classification of the different methods on the image LC8230087.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the false-color composite image S1005959 with one in which the region detected
as water by means of multifractal analysis is highlighted.
Figure 12: Comparison of the false-color composite image S1005886 with one in which the region detected
as water due to the application of thresholds 0 < f(α) < 1.39 and 2.21 < α < 2.54 is highlighted.
From a practical point of view, the importance of this feature is the correlation between
these subsets and distinct land covers. This situation allows us to apply thresholds to
multifractal spectrum, thus performing an efficient image segmentation.
The multifractal spectra presented in figure 8(a) are obtained as a result of analysis
on the figure LC8230087. The range of Ho¨lder exponents [1.75; 2.55] was obtained from
coarse multifractal spectrum. The thresholds used on the spectrum for classification are
0 < f(α) < 1.38 and 2.15 < α < αmax = 2.55.
Values of α in [1.75; 2.56] were observed for image LC8227086. The thresholds 0 < f(α) <
1.38 and 2.15 < α < αmax = 2.56 were used in classification.
The results of the classifications on LC8230087 and LC8227086 are compared with the
original images in figures 9 and 10 respectively.
In order to quantitatively compare multifractal method classifications with the results of
other classifications, confusion matrices were used. The confusion matrices give us indicators
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Table 1: Confusion matrices resulting from the comparison between the multifractal classification and clas-
sifications due to the neural network and NDWI for the image LC8227086.
Neural network
Total
population: Water Not water
1048576
M
u
lt
if
ra
ct
al
an
al
y
si
s Water 138998 1901 PPV:
(13.26%) (0.18%) 98.65%
Not water 14972 892705 NPV:
(1.43%) (85.13%) 98.35%
Sensitivity: Specificity: Accuracy:
90.28% 99.79% 98.39%
NDWI
Total
population: Water Not water
1048576
M
u
lt
if
ra
ct
al
an
al
y
si
s Water 139584 368 PPV:
(13.31%) (0.04%) 99.74%
Not water 17111 891513 NPV:
(1.63%) (85.02%) 98.12%
Sensitivity: Specificity: Accuracy:
89.08% 99.96% 98.33%
Table 2: Confusion matrices resulting from the comparison between the multifractal classification and clas-
sifications due to the neural network and NDWI for the image LC8230087.
Neural network
Total
population: Water Not water
1048576
M
u
lt
if
ra
ct
al
an
al
y
si
s Water 125208 93 PPV:
(11.94%) (0.01%) 99.93%
Not water 4601 918674 NPV:
(0.44%) (87.61%) 99.50%
Sensitivity: Specificity: Accuracy:
96.46% 99.99% 99.55%
NDWI
Total
population: Water Not water
1048576
M
u
lt
if
ra
ct
al
an
al
y
si
s Water 125202 99 PPV:
(11.94%) (0.01%) 99.92%
Not water 5257 918018 NPV:
(0.50%) (87.55%) 99.43%
Sensitivity: Specificity: Accuracy:
95.97% 99.99% 99.45%
about the coincidence between the tested method (multifractal) and the reference method.
They are:
Positive predictive value (PPV) =
True positives
True positives + False positives
× 100 (14)
Negative predictive value (NPV) =
True negatives
True negatives + False negatives
× 100 (15)
Sensitivity =
True positives
True positives + False negatives
× 100 (16)
Specificity =
True negatives
True negatives + False positives
× 100 (17)
Accuracy =
True positives + True negatives
Total population
× 100 (18)
Confusion matrices resulting from comparison between multifractal classification and the
ones due to reference methods for images LC8227086 and LC8230087 are presented in tables
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Table 3: Confusion matrices resulting from the com-
parison between the multifractal classification and
classification due to the neural network for the im-
age S1005886.
Neural network
Total
population: Water Not water
1048576
M
u
lt
if
ra
ct
al
an
al
y
si
s Water 78500 4004 PPV:
(7.49%) (0.38%) 95.15%
Not water 3436 962636 NPV:
(0.33%) (91.80%) 99.64%
Sensitivity: Specificity: Accuracy:
95.81% 99.59% 99.29%
Table 4: Confusion matrices resulting from the com-
parison between the multifractal classification and
classification due to the neural network for the im-
age S1005959.
Neural network
Total
population: Water Not water
1048576
M
u
lt
if
ra
ct
al
an
al
y
si
s Water 93154 2735 PPV:
(8.88%) (0.26%) 97.15%
Not water 8740 943947 NPV:
(0.83%) (90.02%) 99.08%
Sensitivity: Specificity: Accuracy:
94.42% 99.71% 98.91%
1 and 2.
Multifractal spectra obtained for image S1005959 are shown in figure 8(b). The range of
values of α obtained from coarse multifractal spectrum was [1.49; 2.68]. In figure 11 one can
see the classification resulting from the application of the thresholds 0 < f(α) < 1.39 and
2.3 < α < αmax = 2.68.
For image S1005886, values of α into the set [1.22; 2.54] were found. Pixels for that
0 < f(α) < 1.39 and 2.21 < α < αmax = 2.54 were classified as water. The comparison
between the classified and the original image is shown in figure 12.
In figure 7(a) we can see the classification resulting from the neural network applied to
the image, while the figure 7(b) shows the result of filtering it.
Tables 3 and 4 present confusion matrices associated with the comparison between the
classifications for S1005886 and S1005959 images.
5. Conclusions
Coarse multifractal spectrum turns out to be a useful tool to study water bodies segmen-
tation in satellite images.
For optical images, the classification method based on the multifractal spectrum pre-
sented high coincidence with the results of neural networks and NDWI. In the confusion
matrices one can see that the Sensitivity, Specificity, Positive predictive value, Negative
predictive value and Accuracy have values over 89%.
Neural networks did not provide a proper classification of radar images, probably because
of high sensitivity to speckle noise. Because of that, the result had to be filtered, obtaining a
product of better quality. The comparison between that product and the classification per-
formed through multifractal analysis showed again a good coincidence. Confusion matrices
indicators have values over 90%.
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These results allow us to conclude that coarse multifractal analysis is a useful tool to
study water coverage on images. Two observations are in order: 1) We had to use both
the local Ho¨lder exponent α and the global information contained in the spectrum f(α)
to derive useful thresholds for segmentation. Therefore a pure statistical approach like the
partition method would have not been enough. 2) It is important to highlight the similar
shape and at the same time the rather complex concavity properties of all the multifractal
spectra derived from these images using the coarse theory. In particular, the depression in
the midrange. We are not aware of similar examples in the literature and we suspect this
could be a generic property of multifractal spectra of Earth images and perhaps even more
general. As a consequence, the multifractal spectra derived from the partition function is
different from the one derived using the coarse theory and in particular misses the depression.
Our results lead us to expect that a multifractal analysis as the one here presented with,
perhaps, a different measure µ could be sensitive to other different land covers. This could
lead to a series of measures whose multifractal properties allow a complete segmentation of
satellite images.
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